Pre-School Remote Learning Autumn 2020

Here are two activities for each of the 7 areas of learning to try at home.
Please send any activities you try to Miss Petty who will keep in touch with you via See Saw!

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Pull a face

Play and share

Using a mirror can they pull different
faces.

Learning to share is very hard for a child to learn.

Support them by showing different facial
expressions such as happy, sad.

By playing with your child and encouraging them to
take turns can help them to learn how to play with
others.

Communication and Language
Singing

What’s missing

Singing is a great way for your child to
begin to communicate.

This is a great game to help children with
their memory and language skills.

They may have some favourite rhymes
and be able to copy the actions.

Start off by hiding some of their favourite
objects under a blanket.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/nursery-rhymes-songsmedleys/zr34bdm

Take one away and see if they notice it is
missing. If they are able to understand ask
them what object is missing.

Physical Development
Be independent

Food tasting

Being independent is a great skill to
learn.

Try different textures and tastes.

Can your child put their own coat on or
help to get dressed in the morning?
Shoes with Velcro is another great skill
for your child to learn.

Can they help you to make a sandwich?

Mathematics
Get counting

Matching Game

Can you count in order?

When your tidying up can you match all
of one object together? E.g. all the
spoons, all the teddy bears

What about trying to count objects?
Here is a link for some great counting
rhymes to help.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/schoolradio/nursery-rhymes-countingsongs/zn67kmn
Literacy
Reading and more reading

Practice your pencil grip

Sharing books is a great way for children
to learn how to talk and to find out
about different experiences.

Drawing is a great way to strengthen
the muscle in a child’s hand they need
for writing.

If you don’t have a lot of different
books. This website is free and has a
wide selection to look at online for free.

Get creative draw using chalks, crayons,
pencils.

https://freekidsbooks.org/bookview/21
158/

Understanding the World
Go exploring

Role play

What can you see?

Helping your child to role play and

Talk to your child about their
surroundings. Maybe you could collect
some leaves to make a picture with

pretend to make cups s of tea or
dinner will help them understand
how things happen around them.

Expressive Arts and Design
Messy play

Express yourself

The possibilities are endless. You can
make handprints.

Can you move your body in different
ways?

Have spaghetti play (you could even use
some food colouring to change to
colour)

What dance moves can you make your
favourite music?

Allow them to use their senses to
explore the world around them

